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Swarm Report by Swarm Coordinator (Richard Woodhouse) to AGM 13 Nov 2013       

 

Summary – effect of weather on bee stocks  Due to the appalling weather of spring and 

summer 2012, we entered last winter with fewer and weaker stocks than usual.  This 

year, after a long, hard winter we had no proper spring, with a very cold April and May.  

In consequence, many colonies were lost, or weakened, either in or soon after winter.  

Indeed, many beekeepers had to struggle to keep their surviving colonies alive in spring, 

by feeding late.  Those colonies that survived gradually gathered strength, but much 

later than usual, as warmth slowly returned in June.  This was followed by a 

wonderfully sunny spell which started in June, lasting almost right through from July to 

October.  So in the end bee stocks recovered, but only with noticeably late development 

and growth – a general pattern seen in other forms of nature, both plants and animals.  

 

Swarm consequences  For more detailed statistics, see below.  In outline the swarming 

history was as follows: -  Many beekeepers wanted early swarms to replenish their 

depleted stocks.  But sadly, they had to be disappointed, because the continuing cold 

weather meant there were no swarms in April, and only very few in May.  As warmth 

finally returned, colonies started to build up, so that swarms began, but only very late, 

in mid June.  With the lovely following spell of fine weather, swarms then continued, 

but again much later than usual, well into July, before finally dying out in August.  In 

the result, as swarm collectors we had very few swarm calls in April and May, but were 

unusually busy in June and July.  Overall, however, our annual total of swarms was 

much less than usual.  The late incidence of swarms also meant that honey gathering 

from caught swarms was much reduced.  Once again our swarm collection system 

worked well, thanks to many people, to whom thanks are due.   

 

Websites  First I must pay tribute to the architects of our website, Richard Bradfield, 

Graham Pooley, and Jack Chapman.  This has proved a huge asset for the Swarm 

Collection Service, because of its useful information and advice about swarms and 

swarm collection, both for our own members and for the general public.  This provides 

contact details of the members of our Swarm Collection Team.  Many of our calls reach 

us this way.  With many people now having access to the web, we can often resolve a 

query, and save a call out for species identification, by referring the caller either to our 

own website, www.reigatebeekeepers.org.uk or to others dealing with this, e.g. 

www.bbka.org.uk and  www.bwars.com and www.bumblebeeconservation.org.uk 

 

Our Swarm Collection Team  Fortunately we have several experienced members working 

together as an advertised Team, to cover our large catchment area.  Alphabetically by 

area, our Team this year has been: - Abinger Paul Cleaver;  Banstead Cyril Humphries;  

Betchworth Mike Wigley;  Buckland Neil Vigers;  Dorking David Allbeury;  Fetcham 

Richard Bradfield & Neil Hallam;  Horley Jeff & Jacqui Essen;  Leatherhead Graham 

Fyson;  Newdigate Alec Bourhill;  Outwood James Wells;  Redhill Vince Gallo & Eddie 

Webster;  Reigate Richard Woodhouse;  Westcott Alan O'Hea.   

http://www.reigatebeekeepers.org.uk/
http://www.bbka.org.uk/
http://www.bwars.com/
http://www.bumblebeeconservation.org.uk/
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Thanks to members of the Swarm Collection Team   Thanks go first to our new members,  Jeff 

& Jacqui Essen, James Wells, and Neil Hallam.  They all proved their worth.  Thanks 

also to all the other members of the Team for another successful swarm collection year – 

a great team effort, as shown by the statistics below.  All pulled their weight, but I feel 

special mention should be made (in alphabetical order) of:- Richard Bradfield and Neil 

Hallam for much efficient work in the busy Fetcham area; our Chairman, Paul Cleaver, 

who found time - despite all his many other duties - to deal with several swarm calls, 

including 4 swarms which he passed on to members; Vince Gallo, who was a tower of 

strength, particularly with successful removals of bees from buildings, plus great 

support deputising for me in mid July while I was away on a pre-booked family holiday 

when there was a late surge of swarms;  Cyril Humphries, for his hard work in the area 

north of the Downs, taking many swarms to our Mickleham apiary, including a difficult 

one from a house in Merstham High Street; and Eddie Webster for his constant support, 

including dealing with a swarm in a crowded public place, Redhill Bus Station (!).   

 

Thanks to other members of RBKA  With apologies for any omissions, again in alphabetical 

order, thanks are due for their help with swarms to: - Jilly Aarvold, Geoff Blay, Eva 

Dembinska, Eamonn Fogarty, Malcolm Fry, Mary Hellings, Russell Johnson, Gill 

Sentinella, Gill Simpson, Suzy Stevens, Juliet Taylor, Richard Stuart, & Chris Wood.   

 

Benefits of this work  Apart from conserving beestocks, avoiding honey bee nests in 

unwelcome places (e.g., chimneys), and even relocating troublesome tree bumblebee 

nests, all of which generated thanks both from the public and from beekeepers, we also 

received swarm donations - see the Treasurer’s Report.  Additionally, we supplied 12 

swarms to various RBKA apiaries, with 6 to Henfold Lane (including one that famously 

got away!), 4 to Mickleham, & 1 each to Vigo & Brockham.  Equally important, many 

members (see below) benefited by getting captured swarms in supplied hive boxes.  As 

always, we tried to prioritise beginners and novices, and also others short of bees.  

Listed alphabetically, this group included: -Nick Barton, Tom Bayman, Geoff Blay, Liz 

Diprose, Jon Hogg, Mark Hugall, Russell Johnson, Luke Richards, David Rimmer, 

Peter Stevens, Leslie Thacker, Rosemary Thompson, and Jon Tyers.   
 

Statistics  My records for this year, in bold, with the 2012 figures italicised in brackets, 

show:- Total calls (all insects) 130(172);  Swarms reported 50(126);  Swarms caught 

43(84);  RBKA members getting caught swarms 23(49) [NB Some members got more 

than one swarm, including small casts, and swarms from their own bees];  RBKA 

members getting swarms in bait hives nil(2); Swarms taken to RBKA apiaries 11(2);  

Monthly swarm calls:- Apr reported nil(11);  May reported 7(46) & caught 6;  June 

reported 20(29) & caught 17;  July reported 20(26) & caught 18;  Aug reported 2(11) &  

caught 2;  Sept reported 1(3) & caught nil;  Honeybee nests reported in cavities 12(10) 

& removed 3(3);  Tree bumblebee (bombus hypnorum) calls 25(22) & nests removed 4; 

Other bumblebee calls 28(9); Osmia rufa calls 1(1); Wasp calls nil(3).    

          Richard Woodhouse 


